
What is the 

NavMD Marketplace?

Data is only useful if used to implement change. Our 
Marketplace puts plan’s data to work

 NavMD partners with vetted and innovative healthcare 
companies across the country that provide services that 
help plans save money and provide better care.

 The Marketplace is a feature in AVISO where benefit 
advisors can easily see how these solution partners can 
impact their plans

 NavMD Health Strategy team helps to identify areas within 
plans where solution partners can support and create 
savings. Once implemented, we continually track the 
performance and success of the deployed solution to 
ensure success. 

At NavMD, we diligently research solutions to find those 
that help our brokers in their business. 



We recognize brokers have limited time to sort through 
available solutions and find those with proven results. That’s 
why we work behind the scenes to expertly find solution 
partners that drive lasting results.
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How do you use

the NavMD Marketplace?

Once connected with a solution 
partner, NavMD supports the 
data management of any 
eligibility or files needed by the 
selected marketplace provider.



NavMD will continually monitor 
and track the performance and 
success of the deployed solution 
to ensure expected success.

See Results
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After you’ve identified a point of 
interest, The Health Strategy 
Team facilitates coordination to a 
vetted solution partner. 



Our marketplace has vetted 
solution partners for pharmacy, 
disease management, mental 
health, and more.

Choose Solution partner
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See how NavMD members are able to take action on insights in 3 easy steps

Identify where your population's 
emerging risks are headed and 
mitigate high-risk claims before 
they happen.



AVISO's cutting-edge analytics 
make it easy to identify areas with 
potential cost savings and 
connect you to the solutions you 
need.

Identify Emerging Risk
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Ready for your insights to be actionable?

 


Book a demo to learn how we can get you Mission Ready today!

http://www.navmd.com/book-a-demo

